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Abstract—Eye contact is a crucial social cue constituting a frequent preliminary to interaction. Thus,
the perception of others’ gaze may be associated with specific processes beginning with asymmetries
in the detection of direct versus averted gaze. We tested this hypothesis in two behavioural
experiments using realistic eye stimuli in a visual search task. We manipulated the head orientation
(frontal or deviated) and the visual field (right or left) in which the target appeared at display onset.
We found that direct gaze targets presented among averted gaze distractors were detected faster and
better than averted gaze targets among direct gaze distractors, but only when the head was deviated.
Moreover, direct gaze targets were detected very quickly and efficiently regardless of head orientation
and visual field, whereas the detection of averted gaze was strongly modulated by these factors. These
results suggest that gaze contact has precedence over contextual information such as head orientation
and visual field.
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INTRODUCTION

The eyes not only subserve visual perception but support interpersonal communi-
cation in everyday life by indicating the direction of others’ attention and more
generally by conveying information about mental states, such as intentions, beliefs,
desires, etc. (see Baron-Cohen et al., 1995). Among all gaze directions, those estab-
lishing eye contact between two individuals seem to play an important role in many
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ways. For instance, as a precursor of social interaction, direct gaze or gaze contact
can have a variety of meanings ranging from the expression of hostility to that of
intimacy, which makes it an essential cue that has to be detected and decoded early
for adaptive behaviour (Kleinke, 1986). Surprisingly, however, the perception of
averted gaze and the automatic shift of attention that it induces in the observer have
attracted more interest than the processes triggered by gaze contact (e.g. Driver et
al., 1999; Friesen and Kingstone, 2003; Hood et al., 1998). Yet there is evidence
that gaze contact, relative to averted gaze, can improve face recognition (Hood et
al., 2003; Vuilleumier et al., 2005), speed categorisation of an interlocutor’s gender
(Macrae et al., 2002), and perhaps make a face look more attractive (Kampe et al.,
2001). Brain imaging studies have also shown enhanced responses in the fusiform
gyrus (known to be involved in face perception), as well as amygdala activity (clas-
sically linked to emotional processes) for faces with direct as compared to averted
gaze (George et al., 2001; Kawashima et al., 1999). Furthermore, sensitivity to
gaze contact appears very early in newborns and would appear to serve as an es-
sential foundation for the development of social skills (Baron-Cohen et al., 1995;
Farroni et al., 2002). Moreover, gaze contact provides a signal to which human
beings are exquisitely sensitive. It is unclear whether this sensitivity is related to
specific perceptual mechanisms for gaze detection or more general mechanisms for
shape perception applied to detection of the morphology of the human eye (Kleinke,
1986). However, it suggests that the detection of direct gaze may yield asymmetric
performances in comparison with the detection of averted gaze.

This question was examined using visual search by von Grünau and Anston
(1995), who reported that a straight gaze target embedded in averted gaze distractors
is detected faster and better than an averted gaze target among straight gaze
distractors. However, this study employed a very small number of subjects, and its
main result was based on an asymmetric design that may generate spurious search
asymmetries (Rosenholtz, 2001). The first two experiments used confounding
distractor conditions, with two types of distractor (straight and averted) for the
averted gaze target and only one type of distractor (averted-only) for the straight
gaze target. Only the third experiment used a single type of distractor for straight
as well as averted targets and confirmed the asymmetry in the detection of straight
relative to averted gaze. However, the stimuli were a single pair of highly schematic
eyes, featuring gaze as seen under frontal head view. Thus low-level visual
properties, such as the vertical symmetry of straight gaze, may have confounded
the results. (This confound cannot be ruled out by their control experiment, which
used a single object rather than pair of objects as well as heterogeneous distractors.)
There is also the question as to what extent the processes recruited by such very
schematic stimuli reflect natural gaze processing. In particular, several studies have
shown that head orientation (congruent or incongruent with gaze direction) can
influence the perception of gaze direction (Langton, 2000; Langton et al., 2000;
Pageler et al., 2003; but see also Perrett et al., 1992). For example, Vuilleumier et
al. (2005) have shown an advantage for the recognition of faces seen with direct
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rather than averted gaze, but only with the head deviated. There is evidence that the
perception of gaze direction is influenced by information extracted from the peri-
ocular region (Emery, 2000; Langton et al., 2004). Recently, Senju et al. (2005)
have used a visual search paradigm different from von Grünau and Anston (1995),
using direct, averted and downward gaze within a deviated face, and found an RT
advantage for detecting direct relative to averted gaze. However, this study did not
include a frontal face condition, so it could not test for interaction between gaze and
head cues to the direction of attention.

Thus, we wanted to test for asymmetries in the detection of direct relative to
averted gaze using realistic stimuli. Following the approach of von Grünau and
Anston (1995), we used a visual search task, but with eye stimuli extracted from
numerous different face portraits taken under frontal and deviated head views. Our
assumption was that direct gaze would be detected faster and more accurately than
averted gaze. However, we did not expect a pop-out effect of direct gaze targets
as opposed to averted gaze targets, since face-related pop-out effects are usually
observed only among non-face visual objects (Hershler and Hochstein, 2005) and
such a pop-out effect was not observed by von Grünau and Anston (1995). As for
the influence of the head view, it is possible that head orientation incongruent to
target gaze direction increases the saliency of the target gaze, therefore facilitating
gaze detection. Alternatively, head orientation congruent to target gaze direction
may reduce the amount of conflicting information concerning the direction of social
attention, and thus yield better performance. However, in either case, as gaze contact
conveys important information in interpersonal interactions, we expected that head
orientation would have less effect on direct gaze detection than on averted gaze
detection.

We were also concerned with potential visual field effects. Hättig (1992) reported
a leftward bias in initial spontaneous explorations of visual scenes (see also
Ebersbach et al., 1996). Moreover, in a behavioural study, Ricciardelli et al. (2002)
have shown that the left visual field (LVF) yields a better judgment of gaze direction
than the RVF. Such a LVF advantage could take place at an early, pre-attentional
stage of processing, for instance at the level of the orienting response prior to any
overt search for the target, thus biasing the search and speeding-up reaction times
for gaze targets appearing in the LVF at the trial onset. Thus general mechanisms
associated with visual search as well as mechanisms more specifically related to
the processing of gaze direction may predict faster detection of targets appearing
to the left of the central fixation cross initiating each trial in our visual search task.
However, the importance of gaze contact predicts that direct gaze should be detected
independently of where the gaze appears. Thus we expected that any influence of the
visual field would be less marked for direct than for averted gaze target directions.

Finally, to evaluate the importance of peri-ocular directional cues relative to head
orientation during the processing of gaze direction, we ran two experiments. The
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first one used modified eye stimuli with concealed facial traits and the second one
used unmodified eyes (retaining nose-edge and eyebrows).

METHOD

Participants

Forty volunteers participated in two experiments (10 males and 10 females per
experiment). Mean age was 26.5 ± 1.0 years for Experiment 1, and 25.4 ± 1.4
years for Experiment 2. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision,
were right-handed, and were naive to the experimental aims. The subjects gave their
written informed consent and were paid 10 euros for their participation.

Stimuli

Stimuli consisted of the eye region cut from 20 unknown Caucasian face colour pho-
tographs (10 men and 10 women) selected in a home-made database collected by
N. George (see Vuilleumier et al., 2005). For each individual face, there were four
different stimuli in which the eye direction (straight towards the camera/observer,
or averted by 30◦) and head position (frontal or rotated by 30◦ from the cam-
era/observer) were varied in a 2 × 2 factorial design. In the first experiment (‘No-
Feature’), the stimuli were modified so as to conceal peri-ocular facial traits (nose
and eyebrows) by duplicating the pigmentation of the eye region and using blurring
effects. The averted gaze stimuli were cut and pasted into the very same context
used for the direct gaze stimuli, separately for frontal and deviated head views. For
the second experiment (‘Feature’), the eye stimuli were unmodified (see Fig. 1).
Right and left versions of the stimuli were obtained by mirror-imaging. Thus, there
were eight stimulus configurations for each individual face, obtained by crossing
head view (frontal or deviated), gaze direction (averted or direct), and side of devi-
ation (left or right) (Fig. 1). All stimuli were reduced in size while preserving their
proportions: 180 pixels in length and from 42 to 52 pixels in height.

Previous studies have suggested that a direct gaze observed with deviated head
view can actually be misinterpreted as a slightly averted gaze in a direction away
from the viewer (e.g. Anstis et al., 1969). Thus, in order to ensure that our direct
gaze stimuli with deviated head were perceived as gazing at the viewer, our twenty
unmodified eye stimuli, with direct and averted gaze under deviated head condition,
were judged by ten independent participants. The stimuli were presented centrally
on a screen in a random order and the participants had to report by a two-choice
key press whether the gaze was directed away from them or toward them. Direct
gaze with deviated head stimuli were correctly categorised as gazing towards, with
a mean of 90 ± 3% correct responses, and averted gaze stimuli were categorised as
gazing away, with a mean of 94 ± 1% correct responses.
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Figure 1. Example of stimuli in the eight possible configurations. (a) For Experiment 1 (‘No-
Feature’) we concealed the nose and eyebrows of the stimuli. (b) For Experiment 2 (‘Feature’), the
eye regions were unmodified.

Experimental procedure

We used a visual search task. For each individual face and each head orientation,
the direct and averted gaze stimuli were paired. In each pair, when one of the stimuli
was the target, the other was the distractor, and vice versa. All stimuli were seen
under both of these conditions. Thus the 2 Sides of Deviation (rightward/leftward),
2 Head Orientations (frontal/deviated) and 2 Target Gaze Directions (direct/averted)
were presented in eight separate blocks. To limit the duration of the blocks, 10
individual faces (5 men/5 women) were randomly assigned to the four blocks
‘leftward deviation’ and the other 10 faces were assigned to the four blocks
‘rightward deviation’. This assignment was reversed for half the participants.
Within each block, all 10 faces were presented once in six different trials: these
consisted of the display of 4, 8 or 12 stimuli distributed randomly on the screen
and including a target (50% of the trials) or not. The stimuli were viewed on a 17′′

computer screen (resolution: 1024 × 768 pixels). Participants were comfortably
seated at 1.1 m from the screen, with eyes level with the screen centre, in a dimly-lit
room. The display covered a visual angle of 17◦ horizontally and 13◦ vertically,
and each stimulus covered 3◦ horizontally and about 0.8◦ vertically. Each trial was
initiated by a central fixation cross presented for a random time of 500 to 800 ms.
Then a stimulus array was presented which remained until the participant’s response
or until 3000 ms had elapsed (Fig. 2). Trial onset asynchrony, calculated from the
onset of a trial to the onset of the next trial, was randomised between 4000 and
5300 ms. The order in which blocks were presented was counterbalanced across
participants.

Experimental task

The subject’s task was to detect as accurately and as quickly as possible whether
the target gaze direction was present or not (see Fig. 2). The specific instruction
was given before each block, the target being either the direct gaze (among averted
gazes), or the averted gaze (among direct gazes). The target type alternated every
two blocks. Subjects responded Present or Absent using a two-choice button press.
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Statistical analyses

Error rate (%Err) and mean reaction time of the correct responses (RT) were
computed separately for each trial type. Preliminary analyses revealed no significant
main effects of the Side of Deviation (rightward/ leftward) on speed and accuracy
of target detection, or any interactions with the other experimental factors, so our
analyses pooled over rightward- and leftward-deviation blocks. We first analysed
%Err and RT using repeated-measures ANOVAs with Target Gaze Direction
(direct/averted), Head Orientation (frontal/deviated), Display Size (4/8/12) and
Target Present/Absent as within-subjects factors, and Experiment (‘Feature’/‘No-
feature’) as a between-subjects factor. Secondly, we restricted our analysis to the
‘target present’ trials and split these data according to whether the target appeared
in the left or right visual field at the display onset (see Fig. 2). A new ANOVA was
then performed with the same factors as above and the Visual Field (right/left) as a
supplementary within-subjects factor. Planned comparisons were performed for the
analysis of simple main effects when interactions were observed.

RESULTS

As classically reported in visual search tasks, RTs were shorter and %Err greater
in the ‘target present’ than the ‘target absent’ condition. Likewise, RTs and %Err
increased with Display Size, (all p < 0.0001).

Effects of gaze direction and head orientation

The results on RT and %Err converged closely (Fig. 3). The analyses showed a
significant effect of Target Gaze Direction. The task was performed more rapidly
and more accurately for direct than averted gaze targets. Head Orientation also had
a significant effect with faster RTs and fewer errors under frontal than deviated head.
Moreover, the interaction between Target Gaze Direction and Head Orientation was
significant for both RT and %Err. This reflected first that direct gaze targets were
detected more rapidly and more accurately than averted gaze targets only under
deviated head view. All these effects were highly significant (see Table 1). There
was no effect of Target Gaze Direction under frontal head, either on RTs or on %Err.
Second, the effect of Head Orientation was large only on averted gaze detection:
averted gazes were detected much more rapidly (mean effect = 227 ± 19 ms) and
more accurately (mean effect = 8.5 ± 1.1%) in the frontal than the averted head
condition. By contrast, direct gazes were detected only slightly more rapidly with
frontal than deviated head (mean effect = 67 ± 19 ms) and with no difference in
terms of %Err (see Note 1).

Furthermore, error rates were of 20% or less, except in the case of the 12-stimuli
displays when a target was present, when errors reached 37 ± 2% for averted gaze
targets with the head deviated. This implies that the RTs (for correct responses)
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Figure 3. Effects of Target Gaze Direction and Head Orientation on the detection of gaze direction.
(a) Mean reaction times (in ms) with standard error bars, for each head orientation and gaze direction
when the target was present (left panels) and absent (right panels). (b) Error rates with standard error
bars, for each head orientation and gaze direction when the target was present (left panels) and absent
(right panels). The data were averaged over the two experiments Feature/No-Feature.

were calculated from fewer trials in this particular condition than in the other ones.
However, this fact is not sufficient to explain the principal effect of gaze direction
observed under the deviated head view, which was strongly marked in each stimulus
condition. It remains the case that RT and %Err increased with display size for
direct as well as averted gaze, suggesting that there was no pop-out effect of any
target gaze direction (as previously shown by von Grünau and Anston, 1995). Our
results also showed that RT and %Err behave similarly, excluding the hypothesis of
a speed-accuracy trade-off. Finally, the ANOVA did not reveal any significant effect
of Experiment (Feature/No-Feature), neither for RT, nor for %Err (all F < 1).

Effects of the visual field

We then concentrated on ‘target present’ trials in order to examine the effect of the
visual field in which the target appeared at the display onset. This new analysis
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Table 1.
Effects of head orientation and gaze direction on response times (RTs) and %Error

RT %Err
F value p value F value p value

Main effect of Gaze 27.3 0.0001 33.6 0.0001
Main effect of Head 147.5 0.00001 47.1 0.0001
Gaze by Head interaction 29.2 0.0001 38.2 0.0001

Simple main effects of Gaze
– under deviated head view 63.6 0.0001 52.8 0.0001
– under frontal head view <1 ns <1 ns

Simple main effects of Head
– on averted gaze detection 136.9 0.00001 58.9 0.0001
– on direct gaze detection 12.6 0.01 <1 ns

ns = not significant.

Table 2.
Effects of visual field (VF) on response times (RTs) and %Error

RT %Err

F value p value F value p value
Main effect of VF 9.8 0.01 <1 ns
VF by Experiment interaction 5.9 0.05 5.9 0.02
Simple main effects of VF

– in the Feature experiment 15.4 0.001 2.1 ns
– in the No-Feature experiment <1 ns 3.9 0.06

VF by Head interaction 25.4 0.0001 6.9 0.02
VF by Head by Gaze interaction 4.7 0.04 1.7 ns
(planned comparisons for this three-way interaction are presented in text)

ns = not significant.

showed first that RTs were shorter when the target appeared in the left visual field
(LVF) (mean RT = 1466 ± 26 ms) than in the right visual field (RVF) (mean
RT = 1510 ± 28 ms). However, this effect was qualified by an interaction with
the Experiment factor: it was significant in the ‘Feature’ experiment with a mean
effect of 78±21 ms, but not in the ‘No-Feature’ experiment (mean effect = 10±18
ms) (see Table 2).

Moreover, the new analysis yielded a significant interaction between Head
Orientation and Visual Field on RT data, reflecting a more marked effect of head
orientation (i.e. faster RT under frontal than under deviated head) in the LVF than
in the RVF. This interaction was further qualified by a three-way interaction between
Target Gaze Direction, Head Orientation and Visual Field (Table 2). Consistently
with our hypothesis, the LVF-RVF difference in the Head Orientation effect was
greater for averted gaze, with a mean difference of 168 ± 36 ms, than for direct
gaze, with a mean difference of 66 ± 29 ms. For direct gaze detection, the effect
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Figure 4. Effects of Visual Field on the detection of gaze direction. Mean reaction times (in ms) with
standard error bars for each head orientation and visual field when the target was a direct gaze (left
panel) and when the target was an averted gaze (right panel). The data were averaged over the two
experiments Feature/No-Feature.

of Head Orientation was significant in the LVF only. In contrast, the effect of
Head Orientation for averted gaze detection was much larger and significant in
both the LVF and the RVF (see Note 2). To sum up, the three-way interaction
between Target Gaze Direction, Head Orientation and Visual Field showed that the
interaction between Head Orientation and Visual Field was more marked on averted
than on direct gaze detection (Fig. 4) (see Note 3).

The ANOVA on %Err revealed no significant effect of Visual Field (Tables 2
and 3), indicating that similar sample sizes contributed to the RT data in both visual
fields. The interaction between Visual Field and Experiment was significant. This
revealed a trend for better performance in the RVF than the LVF in the No-Feature
experiment; there was no such trend in the Feature experiment. The interaction
between Visual Field and Head Orientation was also significant, as the effect of
head orientation (better performance under frontal than deviated head view) was
more marked in the LVF than in the RVF. This result, converging with the RT data,
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Table 3.
Error rate (%Err) for targets in the left and right Visual Field under each condition of target gaze
direction and head orientation, for the Feature and No-Feature experiment. (Mean values ± standard
error are given)

Left Visual Field Right Visual Field

Deviated Head Frontal Head Deviated Head Frontal Head

Averted Direct Averted Direct Averted Direct Averted Direct
gaze gaze gaze gaze gaze gaze gaze gaze

Feature 22.6 ± 1.9 14.9 ± 1.6 12.0 ± 1.5 13.8 ± 1.6 22.7 ± 1.8 7.8 ± 1.0 12.8 ± 1.8 11.3 ± 1.4
No- 22.5 ± 1.9 11.3 ± 1.3 9.4 ± 1.8 8.1 ± 1.0 23.7 ± 2.1 9.7 ± 1.8 11.4 ± 1.0 12.8 ± 1.7
Feature

allowed us to exclude the hypothesis of a speed-accuracy trade-off in the present
data.

DISCUSSION

Our objective was to test for an asymmetry in direct gaze relative to averted gaze
detection. Using a visual search task, we showed that direct gaze was detected faster
and better than averted gaze, but under deviated head conditions only. Moreover,
the detection of direct gaze was less influenced by head orientation and visual field
than the detection of averted gaze.

First, as predicted, we found that the detection of direct and averted gaze was
modulated by the number of stimuli and the absence/presence of the target. There
was no pop-out effect of the direct nor of the averted gaze direction. These
results confirmed those obtained by von Grünau and Anston (1995), which already
revealed the absence of a ‘pop-out’ phenomenon in straight gaze processing. Hence,
according to Tijus (2001), it suggests that direct gaze is not rapidly categorised in
memory as a particular property of gaze direction.

We found an asymmetry in the detection of direct relative to averted gaze, with
faster and better detection of direct gaze, but only with the head deviated. This
finding contrasts with von Grünau and Anston (1995), who found an advantage
for straight gaze detection using schematic frontally-viewed eyes without any peri-
ocular head feature. Several protocol differences may explain this discrepancy.
First, these authors used a stimulus display restricted to ∼9◦ horizontally by 7◦

vertically, together with the instruction to fixate at all times in the centre of the
screen. By contrast, our display covered a wider visual field that extended largely
into peripheral vision (17◦ horizontally × 13◦ vertically) and the subjects fixated in
the centre of the screen at the display onset but were then free to overtly search for
the target. Such differences may have changed the properties of the visual search
process (Pavlovskaya et al., 2001). For instance, target detection is more difficult
at greater eccentricity. Accordingly, the exploration cost of the visual scene was
greater in our study as assessed by the longer RTs obtained relative to that of von
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Grünau and Anston (1995). Second, von Grünau and Anston (1995) used a single
pair of figurative and unrealistically close eyes as stimuli. Taken together with their
smaller display size, this may have emphasized particular perceptual strategies such
as global processing of the display and stimulus grouping effects (see Note 4). In
contrast, our displays were composed of realistic eyes taken from twenty different
individuals under different head views. In addition, Senju et al. (2005) found a
dissociation between the effects of target gaze direction with realistic deviated head
view and with the same schematic stimuli as von Grünau and Anston in autistic
children: no asymmetry in favour of direct relative to averted gaze detection was
observed in the former case, whereas it was clearly seen in the latter case. Thus,
our protocol may have favoured the emergence of perceptual processes different
from those recruited in von Grünau and Anston’s experiment and closer to natural
conditions. In our conditions, an interaction between Head Orientation and Target
Gaze Direction emerged.

The fact that direct gazes were detected faster and better than averted gazes under
deviated head view is consistent with Senju et al. (2005; Experiment 1), who
showed the same gaze effect using a different visual search task in normal subjects.
In the present study, this effect disappeared under frontal head condition. These
results call for interpretation. The effect of direct compared to averted gaze with
deviated head could originate in physical aspects of the stimuli, namely, in the strong
contrast between the iris and the sclera when gaze direction is oriented opposite the
head, as proposed by several studies (Anstis et al., 1969; Kobayashi and Kohshima,
2001; Langton et al., 2000 — Experiment 2). However, this interpretation would
predict a similar effect for the detection of averted relative to direct gaze with
frontal head view, which was not observed here. Moreover, Senju et al. (2005)
found a similar gaze direction effect as ours and showed that the effect disappeared
when faces were presented upside down. This finding is not compatible with a
low-level perceptual account of the gaze effect under deviated head conditions.
A second interpretation is that the incongruence between gaze direction and head
orientation emphasizes the directional intent of the gaze and therefore the saliency
of gaze contact under deviated head view, thus facilitating its detection. Using the
same photographs as ours, Vuilleumier et al. (2005) found a similar incongruence
effect further modulated by a social factor such as the gender relationships between
subjects and stimuli. This result again suggests that such effects cannot be attributed
solely to physical aspects of the stimuli. Moreover, in the case of gaze contact,
it appears all the more crucial to detect the intent, since gaze contact strongly
signals the intentional attention directed at the observer. This second interpretation
is compatible with the absence of a significant difference between direct and averted
gaze with frontal head view. Indeed, two processes may have been at play in our
task with frontal head: the first one related to the detection of cues to reciprocal
social attention constituted by direct gaze; the second one related to the detection of
incongruent configurations of head and gaze, since these are conflicting situations
associated with intentional behaviour. The co-occurrence of these two processes
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driving the data in opposite directions may have contributed to the similar efficiency
of direct and averted gaze detection with frontal head. Consistent with this view, it
is noteworthy that the detection of averted gaze under deviated head yielded the
slowest and worst performance, since this condition constitutes the configuration
conveying the least intent toward the observer.

Could the lack of effect of target gaze direction in the frontal head condition stem
instead from a ceiling effect? In this view, direct gaze detection (as opposed to
averted gaze detection) would already be near ceiling in the deviated head condition,
preventing any marked improvement from deviated to frontal head view. This seems
unlikely since, if anything, our task was more difficult than that of von Grünau and
Anston (1995), leaving room to observe extra-benefit of frontal relative to averted
head in direct gaze detection. Moreover, in a repeat of the von Grünau and Anston
study using our own frontal head stimuli but with a smaller display and smaller
stimuli, and with instructions to fixate continuously on the centre of the screen,
we found quicker RTs in the frontal head condition, but still no gaze effect (see
Note 4). Moreover, the participants were overall faster and better in the frontal
than the deviated head conditions. This converges with several studies that have
shown greater task difficulty under deviated than frontal head view during gaze
processing (Gibson and Pick, 1963). This advantage may also be imputed to the
cue of reciprocal social attention that a frontal head provides, in addition to direct
gaze. However, such a hypothesis would need to be further explored in the context
of the whole face.

Our crucial result was that, as expected, head orientation had a much greater
effect on averted than direct gaze detection. The advantage of frontal relative to
averted head for direct gaze detection was limited to RT (with a relatively small
mean effect), and confined to the LVF. Likewise, we expected also that the visual
field where the target initially appeared had a greater effect on averted than direct
gaze detection. Although the observed effect of Visual Field was not significantly
modulated by gaze direction, we found an asymmetric effect of the Visual Field
on direct relative to averted gaze detection when considered in conjunction with
head orientation. More precisely, the interaction between Head Orientation and
Visual Field was more marked for averted than direct gaze detection (see Fig. 4).
In sum, direct gaze targets were detected rapidly and efficiently whatever the head
orientation and the Visual Field, compared to averted gaze detection which was
strongly modulated by these factors. These results support the hypothesis of an
asymmetry in direct relative to averted gaze detection, which relies on direct gaze
cues overriding partially contextual information such as head orientation and visual
field. This conclusion can help to reconcile two opposite models of the integration
of head cues during gaze processing: it is possible that the inhibition of head cues
by gaze cues postulated by Perrett et al. (1992) would take place only during
direct gaze processing. Indeed, direct gaze was not included in Langton (2000)
who, contrary to Perrett’s model, showed influences of head orientation during gaze
processing.
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Finally, target gazes were detected globally faster in the LVF than the RVF.
This is consistent with Hättig (1992), who showed a leftward bias in initial
spontaneous exploration of visual scene, and with Ricciardelli et al. (2002), who
showed that the LVF yields more efficient judgment of gaze direction than the
RVF. However, this effect was significant only in the Feature experiment. The
reason why the LVF-RVF difference was influenced by the presence of peri-ocular
features is unclear. However it is interesting, first, to note that the presence of
peri-ocular features modulated only the Visual Field effect. In particular there was
no significant modulation of the head orientation effect in the Feature versus No-
Feature experiment. This suggests that just the aspect of isolated eyes conveys
directional cues for head orientation, underlining the difficulty of isolating eye
gaze from other facial cues to social attention. Second, the fact that the effect of
Visual Field was significant only in the presence of peri-ocular features suggests
that it cannot solely be attributed to a general leftward bias during the visual search
process. Thus, it may also stem from a hemifield asymmetry in integrating facial
cues. Considering that subjects were able to explore the screen to search the
target, the effect of visual field has to be interpreted with caution. However, at the
beginning of each trial, the subject fixated on the centre of the screen, allowing us to
define visual hemifields on this (restricted) basis. Moreover, the present visual field
effect converged interestingly with existing literature on hemifield effects. Indeed,
our visual field effect may be related to the preferential involvement of the LVF in
the configural processes known to be essential in face processing (Bradshaw and
Sherlock, 1982; Logothetis, 2000; Rhodes, 1993). Interestingly, such configural
processing was recently shown to be recruited even for just the eyes (Jenkins and
Langton, 2003; Langton et al., 2004). This configural processing would then have
been more important in the Feature than in the No-Feature experiment. Our result
further suggests that the processing asymmetry between the right and the left visual
field can influence early stages of processing, such as the orienting response, during
the detection of gaze direction. Experiments with brief displays and/or eye tracking
would be necessary to explore this point further.

Could the observed effects be attributed to the nature of distractors, which was
complementary to that of targets? In particular, averted gaze is known to induce
shifts of attention toward the gazed-at direction (e.g. Driver et al., 1999). Thus,
orienting effects of spatial attention may have been triggered by averted (relative
to direct) gaze distractors, constituting a potential asymmetry in our design which
might have partly contributed to our results (see Rosenholtz, 2001). However,
although this cannot be formally ruled out, it seems unlikely to us. Such a
contribution would predict that direct gaze targets were detected faster when
appearing in the visual field toward which the averted gaze distractors were pointing.
We found no evidence for such effect in a preliminary analysis including both the
‘rightward/leftward deviation’ factor and the Visual Field factor.

In conclusion, our findings show that there is an asymmetry in the detection
of gaze direction which facilitates the detection of gaze contact over other gaze
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directions. This result relies on direct gaze’s overriding contextual information such
as head orientation and visual field in which gaze contact is seen. Moreover, the
intentional nature of direct gaze appears to contribute to this phenomenon.
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NOTES

1. Note that the effects of Target Gaze Direction and Head Orientation were
stronger in the ‘target present’ than in the ‘target absent’ trials (see Fig. 3, left
vs. right panels), which was reflected by the significant three-way interactions
between Target Gaze Direction, Head Orientation and Target Present/Absent
(p < 0.01 for both RT and %Err). Moreover, when a target was present, the
Gaze and Head effects were significant at all display sizes but more marked
for the displays of 12 stimuli in RT data and of 8 and 12 stimuli in %Err
data (significant interactions between Target Gaze Direction, Head Orientation,
Target Present/Absent and Display Size: F(2, 76) = 4.53, p < 0.02 for RT
data, F(2, 76) = 2.85, p = 0.06 for %Err).

2. For direct gaze detection, the mean effect of Head Orientation was of 73±28 ms
in the LVF (F(1, 38) = 6.7, p < 0.02) and of 6 ± 23 ms in the RVF (F < 1).
For averted gaze detection, the mean effect of Head Orientation was of 381 ± 23
ms in the LVF (F(1, 38) = 262.7, p < 0.00001) and of 213±31 ms in the RVF
(F(1, 38) = 44.70, p < 0.0001).

3. There were also interactions between Head orientation, Visual Field and Display
Size (F(2, 76) = 8.93, p < 0.001), and between Target Gaze Direction, Head
Orientation, Visual Field and Display Size (F(2, 76) = 10.95, p < 0.0001),
as the mentioned effects were especially marked in the 8- and 12-stimulus
conditions.

4. To explore this question, we ran a control experiment using the same set-up as
von Grünau and Anston (1995) but with our own realistic frontal head stimuli.
Six subjects performed exactly the same visual search task as in our main
experiment, but with both display and stimulus sizes reduced so as to match
von Grünau and Anston’s setup (9◦ by 12◦ of visual angle for display; about
0.7 by 2.7◦ for eye stimuli), and with the instruction to focus at all times on
the fixation cross at the centre of the screen. Sitting distance (60 cm) was also
matched to that of von Grünau and Anston. Once again, our results failed to
reproduce those of von Grünau and Anston (1995). Namely, the effect of gaze
direction on RT data was not significant (F < 1) even when considering only
‘target present’ trials (mean RT for direct gaze target = 1259 ± 55 ms; for
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averted gaze = 1310 ± 66 ms; F < 1). This reinforces the idea that the
effect observed by von Grünau and Anston had more to do with some peculiar
perceptual strategies prompted by the unusual nature of their stimuli.
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